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General Features
MqttClient is a N3uron module designed to connect to any MQTT broker in order to send and receive tag
events from a broker. MqttClient implements a bidirectional connection to a broker, and each connection
may have one or more publishers (to send information from tags to the broker), writers (to receive information
from the broker and write to a tag), and subscribers (to receive tag events from remote devices via MQTT).
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Creating Module Instances
The first step when using MqttClient after N3uron installation is to instantiate a MqttClient module:
•

Open N3uron and navigate to the “Config” menu.

•

Click on “Modules”, then create a new module. This instance can be given any name (except names
with special characters like ‘.’, ‘/’, etc.), although users are recommended to name instances in a similar
way to the name of the module being instantiated for easy identification. In this example, it has been
named MqttClient.

Figure 1. Creating new module instances
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By setting the module type to MqttClient, the created instance will automatically become a
MqttClient instance. Once saved, MqttClient should appear in the module list in bold because there
are unsaved changes.

Figure 2. Setting the instance type

Additionally, each instance can be configured with the following options:
• Required: When set to enabled and when this module is receiving data from other N3uron nodes, all
links will be paused whilst the module is offline to avoid data loss. If disabled, this module will have no
effect on links when offline.
• Start: This section controls how the module behaves when the N3uron service is started (which also
includes service restarts).
o Enabled: If true, the module will automatically start when the N3uron services starts. Otherwise,
the module must be started manually.
o Start delay: When automatic start is enabled, this setting is used to control how much delay
there should be between starting the N3uron service and starting the module. This value is
displayed in milliseconds.
• Monitor: This section is used to monitor the status of each module, as well as to enable automatic
restart if it goes offline.
o Automatic restart: If true, whenever the module goes offline (except when manually
stopped by the user), the module will automatically restart.
o Restart delay: Determines the delay before restarting the module after it has gone offline.
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In addition to configuring this instance, each module has a Logger and API sectin which
need to be configured separately. The default settings will be sufficient for this, but
users will need to actively open the Logger and API configuration settings and save the
default values to fully apply the settings.
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Configuration
Upon selecting MqttClient, the following window will be shown:

Figure 3. MqttClient settings

As shown in the above screenshot, MqttClient is configured by creating a list of named connections,
where each Connection represents an MQTT connection to a specific MQTT broker. Many of the
configuration options are MQTT terms, and although they are briefly explained here, a more in-depth
explanation can be found at HiveMQ MQTT Essentials.
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Connection
A Connection object represents an MQTT connection to a specific broker. Each connection object has
the following settings:

Figure 4. Connection settings

• Destination broker: This setting is used to select which broker to target. Valid options are Microsoft
Azure, Amazon Web Services, Google IoT Core, and Custom. Depending on which broker is
selected, some options will be locked to a certain value that is required for that broker. When set to
Custom, all options will be available.
• Authentication: Selects how the MQTT client will authenticate with the broker.
o Authentication mode: Selects one of several authentication modes. Permitted values are
None, Password, Certificate, Password – Certificate, and JSON Web Tokens. When JSON
Web Tokens is selected, additional options will become available.
o Username: Specifies the username used to authenticate with the broker.
o Password: Specifies the password used to authenticate with the broker.
o Certificate: Selects the certificate used to authenticate with the broker.
o Private key: Selects the private key used to authenticate with the broker.
o Root CA certificate: Selects the root CA certificate used to authenticate with the broker.
o Reject unauthorized: If set to True, the connection will be rejected unless the server
provides a certificate signed by a valid CA. Set to false for self-signed certificates.
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• Additional options: These options are shown when the selected authentication mode is JWT.
o Token duration: Specifies how long a token will last until it needs refreshing. Some brokers,
such as Google IoT Hub, have a maximum token duration. This value is displayed in
milliseconds.
o Header:
▪ Algorithm: Selects the algorithm used to generate the JWT. Valid options are
RS256, RS384, RS512, HS256, HS384, HS512, ES256, ES384 and ES512.
▪ Secret: Specifies a secret used to sign the JWT. Only used when the algorithm is
HS256, HS384, or HS512.
▪ Private key: Selects a private key used to sign the JWT. Used when the algorithm
is either RSXXX or ESXXX.
o Body:
▪ Issuer: Sets the JWT issuer claim.
▪ Subject. Sets the JWT subject claim.
▪ Audience: Sets the JWT audience claim. Required for Google IoT Core.
▪ Not before: Sets the not before JWT claim.
▪ JWT ID: Sets the JWT ID claim.
o Additional claims: This list is only used if the broker requires additional claims in the body
of the JWT.
• Connection options: These options are used to connect to the broker:
o Protocol: Selects either plain MQTT or secure MQTTS.
o Broker URL: Selects the hostname or IP address of the target broker.
o Port: Selects which port to use for connecting to the broker. Default ports are 1883 for MQTT
and 8883 for MQTTS.
o Client ID: Selects the client ID for this connection. Must be a unique ID for each connection,
as the broker will drop any connections with duplicate client IDs.
o Reconnect period: Selects the period between connection attempts when a connection
drops, displayed in milliseconds.
o Keep-alive interval: Selects the interval at which the client sends keep-alive packets to the
broker, displayed in seconds.
• Last will and testament: Sets a last will and testament for this connection, which will be sent by the
broker when the connection disconnects unexpectedly (for example, in network failures).
o Enable: Enables the last will and testament.
o Topic: Selects the topic that the last will and testament will be sent to.
o Payload: Selects the payload for the last will and testament.
o Quality of service: Sets the quality of service level for the last will and testament. Valid
values are 0, 1, or 2.
o Retain flag: Enables the retain flag for the last will and testament.
Agents: This is a list of all agents using this connection. Agents can be a Publisher, a Writer, or a
Subscriber.
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Publisher
A publisher is an object responsible for sending data to the MQTT broker. A connection can have
multiple publishers, each of which is associated to a single topic. The below screenshot shows an
example of the Publisher configuration settings.

Figure 5. Publisher settings

• Push interval: Sets the interval between each data push to the MQTT broker, or to the disk if the
connection is offline and Store & Forward is enabled. This value is displayed in milliseconds.
• Topic: Specifies the topic for the published message. This can be any valid MQTT topic.
• QoS: Specifies the QoS of the published message. Valid values are 0, 1, or 2.
• Retain flag: Enables the retain flag on the published message.
• Packet options: These options are used to control the behaviour of all packets generated by the publisher:
o Max events per packet: Selects the maximum number of events permitted per packet. If
this number is too high, some brokers may drop the packet.
o Send full packet: Determines publisher behaviour when a full packet (with the maximum
number of events permitted) is created. Valid actions are either to send as soon as it has
been created or wait until the push interval.
o Max number of packets: Selects the maximum number of packets to store in the memory
before saving to disk (or discarding, if S&F is not enabled). In general, users are
recommended to keep this value as 1.
o Interval between packets: Determines the time between sending one packet and the next.
Some brokers only support a limited number of packets per second. Users can set this value
to 0 to send each packet as soon as possible.
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• Store & Forward: These settings are used to configure the Store & Forward (S&F) mechanism,
which is used to save packets to disk if they are unable to be sent (for example, due to connection
loss). This ensures that no data is lost.
o Enable: Enables or disables the S&F mechanism.
o Path: Selects the path on the host machine’s hard drive to save data to. This path must be unique
for each publisher. This path can either refer to the data folder of the current module instance
(e.g. C:\Program Files (x86)\N3uron\data\MqttClientInstance\), or be an
absolute path. The path can also be set to <null>, in which case the publisher will use the
following default path: …/n3uron/data/MqttClientInstance/ConnectionInstance/
PublisherInstance/
o Max packets in disk: Selects the maximum number of packets to be stored in the disk. If
exceeded, older packets will be deleted to make room.

• Payload options: These options control the format of the payload being sent to the MQTT broker.
o Serialization: Selects the type of data serialization used. This can either be JSON or
Protocol Buffers.

o Data structure: Determines how the data is organized before serialization. Valid options are
Compact or Extended. More information can be found in the appendix.

o Date format: Determines how the timestamp of each event is formatted. Valid options are
ISO (formatted according to ISO 8601), UNIX Epoch with milliseconds, or if the serialization
is Protocol Buffer, Google Timestamp.

o Compression: Selects the payload compression (if desired). This can be set to None,
Deflate, or GZip.

o Compression level: If compression is enabled, this option determines the compression
level. Valid values are Best speed, Default, and Best compression.

o Encoding: Determines the encoding used when sending the payload to the broker. Valid
encodings are UTF-8, Binary, Base64, and Hexadecimal. Some brokers don't accept binary
encodings (such as those created from Protocol Buffers or where compression is involved),
and as such, Base64 should be used to encode binary data into valid string characters.

• Tag filters: In order for a Publisher to publish only a limited subset of the available tags in N3uron,
one or various tag filters can be applied. More information about Tag Filters can be found here.
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Writer
A writer is an object responsible for receiving write commands from the MQTT Broker. A connection can
have multiple writers, each associated to a single topic. Writers are similar to Subscribers, although the main
difference is that writers issue a write command to the underlying data provider for a specific tag, while a
Subscriber acts directly as a data provider. See below screenshot for writer configuration settings:

Figure 6. Writer settings

• Topic: Selects the topic where Writer commands will be received. This topic will not accept wildcards.
• QoS: Selects the Quality of Service of the MQTT subscription to the specified topic. Valid values are
0, 1, or 2.
• Maximum write retries: Selects the maximum number of times a tag write will be attempted before
being considered failed and subsequently ignored.
• Retry interval: Selects the interval between tag write retries, displayed in milliseconds.
• Payload options: These options are used to parse the message received from the broker. If the
message is not parsed correctly, tag writes will not be issued.
o Serialization: Determines the serialization format of incoming data. Valid options are either
JSON or Protocol Buffers.
o Data structure: Selects how the data is structured in the incoming message. This can either
be Compact or Extended. More information can be found in the appendix.
o Compression: Selects the compression algorithm used to decompress the incoming
message, if any. Valid values are None, GZip, or Inflate.
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o Encoding: Determines the encoding of the incoming message. Valid encodings are Binary,
UTF8, Base64, and Hexadecimal.
• Tag Filters: This list of tag filters can be used to filter which tags are allowed to receive write
commands. By default, an empty list means that all writes commands will be issued. By defining one
or more tag filters, only tags which match at least one of the filters will be allowed to be written by
MqttClient. More information can be found in the Tag Filters section.

Subscriber
A subscriber is an object used to receive data from MQTT-enabled devices and save this data to tags.
A Subscriber is similar to a Writer, although the main difference is that a Subscriber acts as a data
provider for a tag, and as such, must provide a value, a quality, and a timestamp for each event. The
following screenshot shows the configuration settings for a Subscriber:

Figure 7. Subscriber settings

• Topic: Selects the topic that will provide data for this Subscriber. Any valid MQTT topic is permitted,
including wildcards.
• QoS: Selects the Quality of Service level for the subscription to the broker. Valid values are 0, 1, or 2.
• Keep-alive: These options are used to enable a keep-alive mechanism in order to check whether the
device is still sending data, or, if the device has stopped sending data due to a possible device error.
o Enable: Enables or disables the keep-alive mechanism.
o Timeout: Determines the maximum delay between messages before the subscriber
considers that the endpoint is experiencing a failure and has stopped sending data. If this
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delay is surpassed without any new messages, the quality of all tags associated with this
subscriber will automatically be set to 64 (UNCERTAIN – LAST USABLE VALUE). If the
subscriber receives a new message, the timer will be reset.
• Message format: Determines how the incoming message will be parsed.
o Encoding: Determines the encoding of the incoming message. Valid values are Binary,
UTF-8, Base64, and Hexadecimal.
o Compression: Selects which algorithm to use to decompress the message. Valid values are
None, GZip, and Inflate.
o Serialization: Determines the serialization format of the incoming message. Valid values are
None, JSON, and Protocol Buffers. If None is selected, the message will be passed to the
Data parser as a binary buffer. Alternatively, it will be converted into a JS object, either by
using JSON.parse or by de-serializing the Protocol Buffers message.
• Serialization options: These options are only available when using Protocol Buffers deserialization.
They are additional settings that must be configured in order for the deserialization to work.
o Proto file type: Selects the protobuf file used to deserialize the message. This can be the
embedded protobuf file, or a custom file.
o Custom file: Selects the custom protobuf file when the file type is set to custom.
o Message type: Selects the target message type when deserializing using Protocol Buffers.
If an incoming message cannot be deserialized to the specified type, an error will be raised
and the message will be ignored.
• Data parser: After a message is deserialized, the resulting object from the deserialization is
forwarded to the data parser, which is used to extract tag data from the input object.
o Type: Determines the type of data parser used. Valid options are MqttClient JSON,
MqttClient Protobuf (both of which are compatible with any MqttClient Publisher sending
either JSON or protobuf), or custom, whereby a user defined script will be used to extract
the tag data from the message.
• Parser options: When the data parser is set to custom, these additional options must be configured
in order for the data parser to work correctly.
o Script: Determines the script used to extract the tag data from the input object (or binary
buffer, if no deserialization is applied). This must be valid JavaScript code that will consume
the input and produce an array of tag data objects. More information about the utilities
available to scripts can be found here. Or, see here for subscriber specific features.
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Tag Filters
Tag Filters, as their name implies, are used to filter which tags are affected by a specific publisher or
writer. For a publisher, all tags matching the active filter are sent to the broker, whilst for a writer, only
tags matching a specified filter can be written to. The configuration settings for a tag filter are shown in
the following screenshot.

Figure 8. Tag Filter settings

• RegEx pattern: Selects a Regular Expression to be used as a pattern for the tag filter. Most features
of regular expressions are supported. Some of the unsupported features include lookbehinds or
atomic groups.
• Ignore case: Enables the //i (ignore case) flag for the regular expression.
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Tag configuration
When using MqttClient as a tag provider via one or more Subscribers, tags must be configured
separately from the module. The below screenshot shows the MqttClient tag configuration settings:

Figure 9. MqttClient tag settings

• Subscriber: Selects the subscriber that will provide data to this tag. The format for this input is
Connection/Subscriber. If either the connection or subscriber is incorrect, an error will be raised and
the tag will not receive any updates.
• Tag address: Determines an alias for this tag so that it can be referenced using this alias rather than
having to use the full path. If provided, the tag can only be referenced using this alias. Alternatively,
where an alias is not provided, the tag must be referenced using its full path.
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Custom parser
A custom parser allows users to write their own parser using Javascript code. This allows MqttClient to
support virtually any payload possible. There are several utilities that can be used to simplify writing
code when using custom parsers, as well as some additional requirements that users must follow in
order for the parsing to be successful. These are listed in the following sections:

Utilities
All scripts in custom parsers have access to these utilities:
• Buffer
This represents a Node.js Buffer object. This can be used to manipulate a Buffer instance directly,
for example when the serialization format is set to None and deserialization has not occurred. More
information about buffer can be found in the Node.js Buffer section.
• Moment
Moment.js is a Javascript library used to easily format and parse timestamps. The provided version
of Moment also includes Moment timezone, by using moment.tz(). More information can be
found at Moment.js and Moment Timezone.
• Sprint
Sprintf is a function used to format strings using a format string and one or more variables. It is similar
to the behaviour of the C++ sprintf function. Format strings can use placeholders by means of special
characters preceded by a % character. These placeholders will be substituted by variables passed
as arguments. This function has the following signature: sprintf(format, …args)
See below for the valid placeholders for format strings.
• Integer: %d or %i
• String: %s
• Binary: %b
• JSON: %j
• ASCII character in decimal: %c
• Scientific notation: %e
• Floating point: %f
• Fixed point: %g
• Octal: %o
• Unsigned integer: %u
• Hexadecimal lowercase: %x
• Hexadecimal uppercase: %X
• Node buffer: %r
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All formats that admit decimal numbers, such as floating point or scientific notation, can be configured
to specify the required number of decimals to be displayed by using the format %.xY, where x is the
number of decimals, and Y is the format used (f, for floating point; e, for exponential, etc.). For example,
to show a floating-point number with 2 decimals, the following format must be used: %.2f.
• $.logger
The $.logger object is used to log messages to disk, which can be used for both debugging and
informative purposes. The log file can be found at N3uron/log/MqttClientInstance/. It is
shared by both the internal module code and any messages written by the custom parsers. The
following are all functions that can be used to write to the log file:
o $.logger.error(message, …arguments)
o $.logger.warn(message, …arguments)
o $.logger.info(message, …arguments)
o $.logger.debug(message, …arguments)
o $.logger.trace(message, …arguments)
Each of these functions takes a format string (in the same format as sprintf) and an optional list of
arguments used to replace the placeholders in the format string.

Subscriber parser
When a parser is used in a subscriber, the following objects will become available:
• $.input
This represents the input message received from the MQTT broker. The message type can either be
a Javascript object (if it has been deserialized using JSON or Protocol Buffers) or a binary Buffer.
• $.output
This is a Javascript Array and is where tag events must be stored in order for them to be applied to
tags. Since this is a standard Array, all array methods are available. More information about the
different methods can be found in the Array section. One of the most important methods is the

Array.prototype.push method, which can be used to push tag events into the output array
by executing $.output.push(tagEvent). Each tag event must follow the below format:
{
tag: "/Group/Tag",
value: 1234,
quality: 123,
ts: 1586353800000
}
o Tag: This value can either be the full tag path (if an alias has not been created) or the tag
alias, as defined in the tag configuration section.
o Value: The value of this tag event. This can be a number, a string, or a boolean, depending
on the tag type.
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o Quality: The OPC quality of this tag event, displayed as a number between 0 and 255. This
follows OPC quality standards, where tag qualities between 0 and 63 are considered bad,
64 to 127 uncertain, and 192 to 255 good. All ranges are inclusive.
o Timestamp: The timestamp of this tag event, displayed in the UNIX Epoch with
milliseconds format.
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Connecting to different brokers
Microsoft Azure IoT Hub
Connecting using username and password:
1. Download the Device Explorer from the following URL: https://github.com/Azure/azure-iot-sdkcsharp/tree/master/tools/DeviceExplorer.
2. Access the Microsoft Azure Portal and select or create a new IoT-Hub. Once done, click “Shared
access policies”, then “iothubowner” and copy the “Connection string—primary key”

Figure 10. Step 2: Obtaining connection strings
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3. Start the Device Explorer and paste the connection string in the “IoT Hub Connection String” text
area and click Update.

Figure 11. Step 3: Configuring the Device Explorer

4. Click on management, then “Create”, select “Security Keys” as the authentication method and
introduce a Device ID, leaving the “Auto Generate Keys” checkbox checked.
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Figure 12. Step 4: Creating security keys

Figure 13. Step 4: Creating security keys
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5. Next, click “SAS Token”, select the device you want to connect to and specify a Time to Live (TTL)
for the token. Once created, copy everything after “SharedAccessSignature =”

Figure 14. Step 5: Obtaining SAS

6. Finally, configure the MqttClient with the following settings:
• URL: ssl://HostName:8883 or mqtts://HostName:8883
• ClientId: deviceId
• Username: HostName/deviceId
• Password: SAS Token (see previous screenshot)
• Topic: devices/deviceId/messages/events/properties
Properties are a list of key-value pairs in URL encoded format, for example:
devices/TestDevice/messages/events/sensor=Temperature&unit=celsius
This topic will now send a message to the TestDevice device and should have two properties: sensor
and unit (which are equal to Temperature and Celsius). This can then be used to route messages to
other end points via Routes.
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Connection via X.509 Certificates
1. Download the Device Explorer from:
https://github.com/Azure/azure-iot-sdk-csharp/tree/master/tools/DeviceExplorer.
2. Download OpenSSL from https://www.npcglib.org/~stathis/blog/precompiled-openssl/.
3. Access the Microsoft Azure Portal and select or create a new IoT-Hub. Once done, click “Shared
access policies” then “iothubowner” and copy the “Connection string—primary key”

Figure 15. Step 3: Obtaining connection strings
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4. Start the Device Explorer and paste the connection string in the “IoT Hub Connection String” text
area and click Update.

Figure 16. Step 4: Configuring the Device Explorer

5. Generate the relevant certificate and private key or use the following commands to create one:
openssl req -newkey rsa:2048 -nodes -keyout private.key -x509 days 1000 -out certificate.crt

6. Obtain the certificate thumbprint by running the following command:
openssl x509 -in certificate.crt -fingerprint -noout >
fingerprint.txt

7. The thumbprint will be generated in a textfile called “fingerprint.txt”. The format of the thumbprint is
as follows: xx:xx:xx:xx:…
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8. Remove all ‘:’ characters and copy the resulting thumbprint.
9. In device explorer, click on management, then "Create", select "X509" as the authentication
method. Introduce a device ID and paste the certificate thumbprint as the primary thumbprint.

Figure 17. Step 9: Creating X509 authentication tokens
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Figure 18. Step 9: Creating X509 authentication tokens

10. Finally, configure your MQTT client with the following settings:
• URL: ssl://HostName:8883 or mqtts://HostName:8883
• ClientId: deviceId
• Username: HostName/deviceId
• Password: HostName=HostName;DeviceID=deviceId;x509=true
• Topic: devices/deviceId/messages/events/properties
Properties are a list of key-value pairs in URL encoded format, for example:
devices/TestDevice/messages/events/sensor=Temperature&unit=celsius
This topic sends a message to the TestDevice device and has two properties: sensor and unit (which are
equal to Temperature and Celsius). This can be used to route messages to other end points via Routes.
Example password: “HostName=test-hub.azure-devices.net;DeviceID=TestDevice;x509=true”
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Amazon IoT
1. Log into AWS and create or select an IoT service. Next, select “Manage” followed by “Things” from
the panel and click create:

Figure 19. Step 1: Creating a Thing

2. After creating a Thing, users will be asked to create a certificate for authentication or provide your own
root CA. In this case, users should use the automatically created certificates from AWS by clicking
“One-Click certificate creation”. Finally, download the private key, the root CA, and the Thing certificate.
3. Once the Thing has been created, users must create a policy and attach it to the certificates that
were just created. Policies are used to grant different permissions to each certificate that they are
associated with. In this case, we’ll grant all permissions to the new certificate. To create a policy,
click “Security” and then “Policies” and hit “create”.
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4. The system will now require users to enter a name for the policy and provide a list of actions and
resource ARNs. Actions define what a client is able do with a Thing, for example, “iot:Publish” will
allow clients to publish on the defined ARNs. See the following screenshot for an example of this:
The ARN can be obtained by selecting the Thing created in the previous steps and should also
autocomplete when entering a valid action. Click here for a list of the different ARN formats. For more
information about policies, you can consult AWS IoT help.

Figure 20. Step 4: Creating a Policy
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5. Once the policy has been created, it needs to be attached to the certificate that is attached to the
Thing. To do this, go to “Secure”, then “Certificates”, click on the 3 small dots near the certificate
name and then click “Attach policy”.

Figure 21. Step 5: Attaching a Policy to a certificate

6. Once that has been done, the certificate can be activated which will allow users to connect to AWS
using MqttClient. It can be attached to more than one Thing if necessary by selecting “Attach thing”.
7. In order to connect to AWS, a broker URL associated with our IoT Service is required. This URL
is common to all Things. To obtain the URL, click settings to show the custom endpoint at the top
of the page.
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8. Finally, when setting up connections to AWS, use the following MqttClient settings:
•

Protocol: MQTTS

•

Host: AWS Endpoint

•

Port: 8883

•

Certificate: thing.pem.crt

•

Private key: thing.prive.prm.key

•

Root CA: rootCA.pem

These are the essential configuration settings required for establishing a connection. The rest can be
customized as desired.

Google IoT Core
1. Login to Google IoT Core and create a new registry, as shown in the following screenshot:

Figure 22. Creating a new registry

2. Fill in the required fields with the details of the new Registry:
• Registry ID: Used as part of the client ID for the MQTT connection
• Region: Determines where data is stored for devices in this registry. Note that this cannot be
changed after the registry has been created
• Protocol: Selects which protocols are permitted to connect to this registry. MQTT is required to
be able to send data using MqttClient
• Client Pub/Sub Topics: Selects the Google Pub/Sub topics for both telemetry events and device
state events.
• Stackdriver Logging: Sets the default logging for this registry
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The following screenshot shows the configuration settings for this new registry:

Figure 23. New registry settings
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3. Once the registry has been created, it will need one or more devices in order to receive messages
from a MqttClient:

Figure 24. Creating a new device

Each device needs a private-public key pair in order to authenticate with IoT Core. This can be done
using the following OpenSSL commands:
openssl genpkey -algorithm RSA -out rsa_private.pem -pkeyopt
rsa_keygen_bits:2048
openssl rsa -in rsa_private.pem -pubout -out rsa_public.pem

This creates two PEM encoded files, rsa_private.pem - containing the private key and rsa_public.pem
- containing the public key.
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3. Once the key pairs have been created, the public key needs to be applied in the device
configuration. See the below screenshot for configuration:

Figure 25. New device settings

• Device ID: Used both in the MQTT client ID and the topic for this device.
• Authentication: Used to determine how to input the key, as well as to establish the format of the key. If
the key is generated using the previous Open SSL command, it will be in RS256 format.
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4. Once the device is created, MqttClient can be connected to IoT Core using the following
configuration settings:
• Destination broker: Google IoT Core
• Authentication Mode: JSON Web Tokens
• Token duration: Any value equal to or less than a full day (86400000 ms)
• Algorithm: RS256 (ES256 is also supported for any keys generated as an elliptical curve key).
• Private key: Keys generated in .pem format.
• Audience: Google cloud project ID.
• Protocol: MQTTS
• Host: mqtt.googleapis.com
• Port: 8883
• Client ID: projects/PROJECT ID/locations/CLOUD REGION/registries/REGISTRY
ID/devices/DEVICE ID
• QoS: 0 or 1 (QoS 2 is not supported and will cause the connection to be dropped)
• Publish topic: /devices/DEVICE ID/events/
• The publish topic can have as many sublevels as needed, providing that the first three sublevels
match these sublevels. See the below screenshot for an example of the configuration settings:

Figure 26. Google IoT Core MqttClient settings
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Generic Broker
In order to connect to a generic broker (for example Mosquitto), the following settings are used (this
assumes that the broker is using an unsecure MQTT and does not require a username or password):
• Protocol: MQTT
• Host: www.example.com
• Port: 1883
These are the minimum settings required for a successful connection. However, if the broker requires
authentication, whether that be with a username and password, certificate, or both, these options can
be applied accordingly. The following screenshot shows the basic settings used to connect to a
Mosquitto server without authentication:

Figure 27. Mosquitto connection settings
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Examples
Parsing a JSON message
In this example, a subscriber received a message serialized in JSON, which then needed be parsed
into a tag event collection, and the data saved to tags. In the below example, the following JSON
message is used (this message represents weather data from a given location):
{
"ts": "2020-04-15T09:00:00.000Z",
"data": {
"Temperature": {
"value": 21.3,
"unit": "ºC"
},
"Humidity": {
"value": 31.1,
"unit": "%"
},
"Wind speed": {
"value": 2.3,
"unit": "m/s"
}
}
}
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1. Create both the connection and the subscriber that will be receiving the events. The encoding and
compression must both match the settings on the publisher side. For example, if a publisher sends
data compressed in GZip in base64 format, it must be decoded from base64 and uncompressed. In
the below example, the following settings are used:

Figure 28. JSON example subscriber settings

2. Next, the parser script must be written. More information about the different utilities permitted for
scripts can be found here. In order to correctly parse the message, the following script will be used:
$.logger.info("Parsing message: %j", $.input);
var ts = Date.parse($.input.ts);
$.logger.debug("Timestamp: %d", ts);
for (var tag in $.input.data){
var ev = {
tag: tag,
value: $.input.data[tag].value,
quality: 192,
ts: ts
};
$.logger.trace("Event: %j", ev);
$.output.push(ev)
}
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3. Once the script is finished, the tags for storing the saved data must be created. As scripts use the
key values of each data point as the tag name, each tag alias should be named according to the
corresponding name in the message. The below screenshot shows the configuration settings:

Figure 29. JSON example tag settings
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4. If configuration is correct, the next time a packet arrives with a message, the tags will automatically
be updated. See below screenshot for an example:

Figure 30. JSON example tag data

Parsing a Protocol Buffers message
This example shows how to parse a message encoded in protobuf format and then extract tag data from
the message. The following .proto file will be used for this example:
syntax = "proto3";
import "google/protobuf/timestamp.proto";
message Message{
repeated TagEvent events = 1;
}
message TagEvent{
string tag = 1;
oneof valueType{
int32 Integer = 2;
double Double = 3;
string String = 4;
int64 Long = 5;
}
uint32 quality = 6;
google.protobuf.Timestamp googleTs = 7;
}
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The next snippet shows the message used in this example. A message encoded with Protocol Buffer
will be in binary format, however, the below example is shown in JSON format for clarity.
[{
"tag": "STATE",
"Integer": 5,
"quality": 192,
"ts": {
"seconds": 15869597100,
"nanos": 0
}
}, {
"tag": "P_GEN",
"Double": 7367.66,
"quality": 192,
"ts": {
"seconds": 15869597100,
"nanos": 0
}
}, {
"tag": "DATE",
"String": "Wed Apr 15 2020 16:08:30 GMT+0200 (Central European
Summer Time)",
"quality": 192,
"ts": {
"seconds": 15869597100,
"nanos": 0
}
}, {
"tag": "ACTIVE_POWER",
"Long": 316677879202,
"quality": 192,
"ts": {
"seconds": 15869597100,
"nanos": 0
}
}]
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1. The first step is to create a new MqttClient connection and a subscriber to receive messages on a
specified topic. Since protobuf is a binary format, encoding must be set to binary (unless the publisher
is using a different encoding) and compression must match the data publisher. The following
screenshot shows the configuration settings used in this example:

Figure 31. Protobuf example subscriber configuration

2. Next, the parsing script needs to be written. Since the serialization settings are set to Protocol
Buffers, data will automatically be converted to a JavaScript object. This example uses both oneof,

googleTimestamp and int64 fields, which are special cases for protobuf messages.
o oneof: When present, this field will show a string to indicate which of the oneof fields is
being used.
o googleTimestamp: This is a timestamp format used by Google in protobuf messages. It’s
similar to the C timespec format, as it uses one field for seconds, and another field for
nanoseconds.
o int64/uint64: Since JavaScript numbers are Double, conversion from int64 and
uint64 could result in a loss of precision. As such, these values are encoded as a Long
object containing high, low, and sign fields, as well as a .toNumber() method in order to
convert the result into a JavaScript Number.
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Given the above considerations, the resulting parsing code is as follows:
var events = $.input.events;
$.logger.info("Parsing message: %j", events);
for(var i = 0; i<events.length; ++i){
var event = {
tag: events[i].tag,
quality: events[i].quality,
ts: googleTsToEpoch(events[i].ts)
};
switch(events[i].valueType){
case "Integer":
event.value = events[i].Integer;
break;
case "Double":
event.value = events[i].Double;
break;
case "String":
event.value = events[i].String;
break;
case "Long":
event.value = events[i].Long.toNumber();
break;
}
$.logger.trace("Tag event: %j", event);
$.output.push(event);
}
//Converts from google ts to epoch
function googleTsToEpoch(googleTs){
return googleTs.seconds.toNumber()
1000000;
}
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3. Once the script has finished, all necessary tags must be created. Since the script uses the tag name from
the message as the tag path, each tag must have an alias that points to the tag name used in the
message. See below screenshot for the configuration settings for one of the tags used in this example:

Figure 32. Protobuf example tag configuration
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If configuration has been done correctly, all tags will automatically update to the correct values after
starting the module and will receive a packet in this format, as seen in the below screenshot:

Figure 33. Protobuf example tag data

Parsing a custom format
In this example, a message with a custom format (neither JSON nor protobuf) will be parsed. This
example will use the following message format:
TAGNAME|VALUE|QUALITY|TS\r\n

An example message using this custom format is shown in the following code snippet:
Product_Count|3412|192|1586938995000\r\n
Remaining|1588|192|1586938995000\r\n
Uptime|441235|192|1586938980000\r\n
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1. First, an MqttConnection must be created and its settings should be applied according to the desired
message. Since this message uses a completely custom deserializer and parser, the serializer must
be set to “None” in order to pass the raw message directly to the parser. The configuration settings
will be as follows:

Figure 34. Custom format subscriber example
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2. After configuration is complete, the parsing script must be prepared. In this example, as there is no
deserializer, the input data will be the raw Buffer received from the broker. More information about
Buffers can be found at Node.js Buffer. The code used in this example is as follows:
var message = $.input.toString();
$.logger.info("Parsing message: %j", message);
var events = message.split("\r\n");
for (var i = 0; i<events.length; ++i){
//Skip empty lines
if(events[i] === "") continue;
var event = events[i].split("|");
var ev = {
tag: event[0],
value: Number(event[1]),
quality: Number(event[2]),
ts: Number(event[3])
};
$.logger.trace("Event: %j", ev);
$.output.push(ev)
}

3. Finally, the tags must be created and the tag alias for each tag must be set to the same name as the
tag in the message. This is required in order to match the tag name in the message to the tag in the
tag model. See below screenshot for an example of the configuration settings for these tags:

Figure 35. Custom format tag configuration
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4. If configuration is correct, tags will automatically update the next time a message is received on the
topic of the subscriber. See an example in the below screenshot:

Figure 36. Custom format tag configuration
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Appendix
Publisher data structures
Compact
The compact data structure will only send the tag name for each event once, which in turn reduces the
size of the message, and therefore, reduces the bandwidth usage. On the other hand, this data structure
is slightly more complicated to parse than the extended data structure. The following code snippet shows
an example of this data structure:
{
TAGNAME: [{
v:VALUE,
q: QUALITY,
ts: TIMESTAMP
},
{…}
],
TAGNAME2: […],
}

An example message using this compact data structure can be seen in the below snippet:

{
/FOLDER1/TAG1: [{
v:1.56,
q:192,
ts:”2018-02-05T10:29:00.815Z”
}, {
v:2.48,
q:192,
ts:”2018-02-05T10:29:10.922Z”
},
{…}],
/FOLDER1/TAG2: [{
v: “example string”,
q:192,
ts:2018-02-05T10:29:15.132Z
},
{…}]
}
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Extended
Extended data structures, as opposed to compact structures, send the tag name in every event, which
can result in duplicated tag names if the same tag has two or more events. The advantage here is that
it's simpler to parse. The format of this data structure is shown in the below code snippet:

[
{
t: TAGNAME,
v:VALUE,
q: QUALITY,
ts: TIMESTAMP
},
{…},
]

The following snippet shows an example of the extended data structure using simulated data:

[
{
t:”/Group1 /Tag1”,
v:1.56,
q:192,
ts:”2020-02-05T10:29:00.815Z”
}, {
t:”/Group1/Tag1”,
v:2.48,
q:192,
ts:”2020-02-05T10:29:10.922Z”
}, {
t:”/Group1/Tag2”,
v: “example string”,
q:192,
ts:2020-02-05T10:29:15.132Z
},
{…}
]
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Compact Protocol Buffers
When serializing to Protocol Buffers, both the compact and extended data structures will vary a little due
to Protocol Buffers that require object keys to be known at compile time. As such, the compact data
structure will have the following format, using a pseudo-language similar to protobuf:
{
events:[
{
tag:TAGNAME,
data: [
{
value: oneof valueType;
quality: QUALITY;
timestamp: oneof timestampFormat;
valueType oneof {
double numberValue;
string stringValue;
boolean booleanValue;
}
timestampFormat oneof {
double epoch;
string iso;
google.protobuf.Timestamp googleTs;
}
},
{…}
]
}
{
tag:TAGNAME2
data:[…]
},
{…}
]
}
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The following code snippet shows a message with data using a compact protobuf data structure:
{
events: [
{
tag:”/Group1/TAG1”,
data: [{
valueType: “numberValue”;
quality: 192;
timestampFormat: “iso”;
numberValue: 12345
iso: “2018-02-02T10:00:15.123Z”
}, {
valueType: “numberValue”;
quality: 192;
timestampFormat: “iso”;
numberValue: 12346
iso: “2018-02-02T10:00:25.352Z”
}, {…}]
},
{
tag:”/Group1/TAG2”,
data: [{
valueType: ”stringValue”,
quality:192,
timestampFormat: “googleTs”,
stringValue: “test string”,
googleTS: {low: 157182060, nanos: 859000000}
}, {…}]
},{…}
]
}
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Extended Protocol Buffers
Extended Protocol Buffers, just like their normal counterpart, send the tag name in every message. As
such, these messages use more bandwidth, although they are also easier to parse. This structure can
be seen in the below snippet, using a pseudo-language similar to protobuf:

{
events: [
{
tag:TAGNAME;
value: oneof valueType;
quality: QUALITY;
timestamp: oneof timestampFormat;
valueType oneof {
double numberValue;
string stringValue;
boolean booleanValue;
}
timestampFormat oneof {
double epoch;
string iso;
google.protobuf.Timestamp googleTs;
}
},
{…},
]}
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The following code snippet shows an example of a message serialized using this data structure:
{
events: [
{
tag:”/Group1/Tag1”,
valueType: “numberValue”;
quality: 192;
timestampFormat: “iso”;
numberValue: 12345
iso: “2018-02-02T10:00:15.123Z”
}, {
tag:”/Group1/Tag1”,
valueType: “numberValue”;
quality: 192;
timestampFormat: “iso”;
numberValue: 12346
iso: “2018-02-02T10:00:25.352Z”
}, {
tag:”/Group1/Tag2”,
valueType: ”stringValue”,
quality:192,
timestampFormat : “googleTs”,
stringValue: “test string”,
googleTS: {low: 157182060, nanos: 859000000}
}
]
}
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Publisher .proto
Publishers use the following .proto file to encode the message:
syntax = "proto3";
import "google/protobuf/timestamp.proto";
message Extended{
repeated Event events = 1;
};
message Compact{
repeated CompactEvents events = 1;
};
message CompactEvents{
string tag = 1;
repeated Event data = 2;
}
message Event{
string tag = 1;
oneof valueType{
double numberValue = 2;
string stringValue = 3;
bool booleanValue = 4;
}
int32 quality = 5;
oneof timestampFormat {
double epoch = 6;
string iso = 7;
google.protobuf.Timestamp googleTs = 8;
}
}
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Writer data structures:
Since a Writer only executes tag writes, it only requires a tag and a value to be able to function. As such,
Writers use a modified Compact and Extended data structure compared to Publishers.
Compact
The compact data structure for Writers mimics the one used for Publishers, as it is intended to be used
to reduce bandwidth usage as much as possible. This structure can be seen in the following snippet:
{
TAGNAME1:VALUE1,
TAGNAME2:VALUE2,
...
}

An example message using this data structure is shown below:
{
/Group1/Tag1:123.56,
/Group2/Tag2:”example string”,
...
}

Extended
This case is similar to compact, as it has the same data structure as a publisher, but with less fields:
[
{
t:TAGNAME1,
v:VALUE1,
}, {
t:TAGNAME2
v:VALUE2
},{…}
]
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An example of a valid message for this data structure is as follows:
[
{
t:”/FOLDER1/TAG1”,
v:1.56,
}, {
t:”/FOLDER1/TAG2”
v:true
}{,...}
]

Protocol Buffers
Writers will only have one data structure when using protobuf serialization. This data structure is shown
in the following snippet:
{
events: [
{
tag: TAGNAME,
valueType oneof {
double numberValue;
string stringValue;
boolean booleanValue;
}
},
{…}
]

An example message with this data structure is shown in the below snippet:
{
events: [
{tag:”/Group1 /Tag1”, numberValue:1},
{tag:”/Group1/Tag2”, stringValue:”example
{tag:”/Group2/Tag3”, booleanValue: true}
]

string”},

}
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Writer .proto
The writer uses the following .proto file to decode incoming messages:
syntax = "proto3";
message Writes{
repeated Data events = 1
}
message Data{
string tag = 1;
oneof valueType{
double numberValue = 2;
string stringValue = 3;
bool booleanValue = 4;
}
}

An example of a valid message using this Protocol Buffer definition is shown in the below snippet:
{
events:[
{tag:"/Group1 /Tag1", numberValue: 1},
{tag:"/Group1/Tag2", stringValue: "example string"},
{tag:"/Group2/Tag3", boolValue: true}
]
}
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